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ABSTRACT
Millsap, Kyle David. D.M.A. The University of Memphis. May 2011. The
Morning Trumpet: A Guide to the History, Analysis, and Preparation for the Sonata for
Trumpet and Piano by Stanley Friedman. Major Professor: David Spencer.
This is a guide to performers for the preparation and performance of the Sonata
for Trumpet and Piano (1995) by Stanley Friedman. Included is biographical
information about Dr. Friedman, a history of the Sonata and the eighteenth-century hymn
tune it is based on, The Morning Trumpet, and an analysis of the Sonata. The analysis
focuses on relevant areas for performers, including the work’s form, melody, harmony,
and rhythm and how they relate. The preparation guide examines the work further for the
use of instruments, range, endurance concerns, different articulation styles needed to be
used, the melodic shapes and their interrelation, mutes and muting, tempi, and dynamics.
Suggestions are given for each of these topics.
The dissertation concludes with final remarks to the performer by Dr. Friedman
regarding the work and a presentation of the future development of the Sonata. A
comprehensive list of works and discography of Dr. Friedman’s works is included in the
appendices.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
Statement of purpose and scope of this study
Dr. Stanley Friedman is becoming one of the most significant American
composers of contemporary brass music. He has composed numerous works for all brass
instruments, as well as a variety of genres, including the orchestra, wind ensemble, mixed
chamber ensembles, and opera. His works have been commissioned by the International
Trumpet Guild (ITG) and International Horn Society, as well as by internationally
renowned brass quintets and soloists. He is also a five-time winner of the ITG
Composition Competition. His orchestral works have been premiered by the New
Zealand International Festival of Arts, the Pasadena Chamber Orchestra, the Los Angeles
Philharmonic, and the Memphis Symphony Orchestra to mention a few.
Successful as a composer of chamber music, Dr. Friedman has written for
traditional ensemble groupings and some unusual mixed instrumentations. These include
settings for soprano, trumpet, and harp, clarinet, trumpet, piano, and percussion,
woodwind quintet and actors, and soprano and 12 brass. His chamber works have been
commissioned and premiered by significant ensembles and soloists such as the New
Mexico Brass Quintet, the Louisville Brass Quintet, the Theophilus Brass, the American
Horn Quartet, Thomas Stevens, Richard Gianguilo, Ryan Anthony, and David Spencer.
Dr. Friedman remains active as a trumpet performer and teacher as well. He has
been principal trumpet with the New Zealand Symphony, Hong Kong Philharmonic, and
the Israel Philharmonic. He has released a CD entitled The Lyric Trumpet, which

features his original compositions and arrangements. From 1998 to 2001, Dr. Friedman
taught at the Interlochen Arts Academy. He continues to travel, giving masterclasses,
lectures, and performances throughout the United States and Europe. His first work for
solo trumpet, Solus, has become a staple of the trumpet repertoire. According to the ITG
Trumpet and Brass Programs directories, a voluntarily reported recital program catalog,
Solus was listed as having been performed over 20 times during the years available,
1994-2005. His works for brass quintet, Variations on the Rag, Four Freilachs from
“The Art of the Klezmer,” and La Pittura were also performed several times each.1
Despite the popularity of his music, little has been formally written about it.
Many of his pieces have become significant works in instrumental repertoire and a
number of them have become required pieces for competitions. It is important that an
authoritative document be written to outline the history, preparation, and performance
practices for these works. From preparation and performance of several of Dr.
Friedman’s works – A Twist in the Wind for Wind Ensemble, Sonata for Trumpet and
Piano, Classical Concerto in C for trumpet and orchestra, Solus, Laude, and Poem for a
Fallen Hero, all for solo trumpet; Trumpets of Solomon for trumpet duet; and Shalom,
Salaam, Peace… for two trumpets and organ – and from working with the composer and
the musicians these works were composed for, I have gained an understanding of
Friedman’s works and particularly his use of the trumpet. It is my intention to use this
gained knowledge, while collaborating further with Dr. Friedman, to set down practices
for studying and preparing such an important part of modern trumpet literature. This

1

Kevin Eisensmith, Trumpet and Brass Programs (Manhattan, KS: International Trumpet Guild,
1994-2005).

2

should also serve to aid and encourage more trumpeters and musicians in their
examination of Dr. Friedman’s compositions.
This study will focus on his aforementioned Sonata for Trumpet and Piano
(1995). The piece will be presented with information regarding its history and premiere.
In addition, this study will include an examination of the stylistic elements created
through harmony, melody, and rhythmic structures of the work. In order to accomplish
this, I will use the methods set forth in Jan LaRue’s Guidelines for Style Analysis. Unlike
many traditional analysis methods, LaRue’s book focuses on discussing the sound,
harmony, melody, rhythmic structures, and overall growth. I have chosen to use Jan
LaRue’s method, as it is best suited to discussing a guide to preparation and performance.
This dissertation will include suggestions for mute choice, a discussion of Friedman’s
notational scheme, as well as suggesting practice exercises for some of the extended
techniques used.
Stanley Friedman describes himself as a formalist composer, relying on
traditional forms such as sonata-allegro and theme and variations.2 The Sonata for
Trumpet and Piano is the perfect example of this, as he says in the program notes from
the world premiere: “Structurally, the SONATA synthesizes the two great bodies of the
trumpeter’s repertoire, the more formal ‘Classical’ tradition and the vast body of
Romantic theme-and-variations salon pieces generated at the Paris Conservatory.”3 His
melodies, however, tend toward intervallic structure, rather than diatonicism. The Sonata
exemplifies this, as again stated in the premiere notes: “The Morning Trumpet provides

2

Stanley Friedman, interviewed by author, Memphis, TN, February 23, 2009.

3

Stanley Friedman, Sonata for Trumpet and Piano (program notes from world premiere,
Memphis, TN, March 27, 1996). The capitals are his.

3

the melodic and harmonic basis for the entire SONATA (even those sections which are
non-tonal).”4
Much of Dr. Friedman’s music appears overwhelming when looked at
superficially. Upon closer examination, however, forms, melodies, and harmonies can be
distinguished. Friedman’s trumpet works are filled with fireworks and they place high
physical and technical demands on the performers. Overall, they can be seen as a modern
extension of the traditional trumpet repertoire – a blending of what has been and what can
be done. Through this paper, I hope to increase performers’ understanding of his music,
increasing accessibility. Limitations should not be set based on fear of inaccessibility,
and through this document, I believe a greater understanding of Friedman’s
compositional style will be achieved.
Biographical information: Dr. Stanley Friedman
Stanley Friedman was born in 1951 and grew up in Memphis, Tennessee. His
introduction to the trumpet came from one of his best friends growing up, Ken Spain.
Spain had started playing the trumpet a year before the band program in the Memphis
schools started, and Friedman became extremely interested in the instrument. When
entering the fifth grade, Friedman decided to join the band and play the trumpet.5 He did
not study privately, stating, “I didn’t have any real teachers for a long time, private
trumpet teachers…”6 but, he credits his band directors at Snowden School and Central

4

Ibid.

5

Stanley Friedman, interviewed by author, Memphis, TN, February 23, 2009.

6

Ibid.

4

High School with further cultivating his interest in both music and the trumpet. As he
told me:
There was also a particular intersection of circumstances, particularly in
high school, because this was the late sixties…and Central High was one
of the first high schools to begin integration. They did it intelligently at
first…They picked a few kids who they knew could handle the other
environment and then transferred them. Among the first kids was James
Williams, the great jazz pianist and some of his friends. Central High had
a long tradition of really good concert bands and there was also a dance
band…that was fun to play in. When James and his buddies came over,
miraculously the dance band turned into a jazz band, and a good one, and
all of a sudden…there were a really good, really high quality bunch of
musicians.7
Friedman played lead trumpet in the jazz band, along with several other students
who would also go on to be successful musicians, including Bill Mobley, Jim “Sticks”
Baker, Gary Topper, and Ken Spain. “We just fed on each other. There was a lot of IQ
in this bunch and a lot of really good innate musicianship.”8
During his high school years, Friedman began trying his hand at composition. He
began doing arrangements for the jazz band at Central High along with some of his
classmates. Friedman was completely self-taught until his senior year when his band
director, Lafayette Ragsdale, began giving him and his classmates music theory lessons.
This was enough to pique Friedman’s interest, and he continued composing and
arranging into college along with his studies as a music performance major, first at
Washington University in St. Louis and later at Memphis State University, now The
University of Memphis. He took composition lessons off-and-on with the faculty
throughout his first three years of college. Dr. Friedman traces his decision to actively
study composition to his senior year of college.
7

Ibid.

8

Ibid.
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The old composition teacher passed away the summer before my senior
year and the school very quickly hired Don Freund to be the new head of
composition. I had saved up a bunch of credits to take whatever I wanted
to take and the very first thing of my senior year, Don gave a recital of his
music. I heard this and said “I want to do that”…I took three courses with
him my senior year and also Gary Topper did as well and…Roger Briggs
and again, we fed off each other and had a little club and that’s when I
really, for the first time, began serious composition lessons.9
Following earning his degree from The University of Memphis, and at the urging
of his composition teacher, Dr. Friedman went on to the Eastman School of Music at the
University of Rochester for graduate studies, where his primary teacher was the head of
the composition department, Samuel Adler. He was able to draw influences from all of
the faculty at Eastman, however. “The best thing about the Eastman graduate
composition program was that the faculty encouraged the students to switch teachers and
go and learn from the different ones.”10 With all of these resources at his disposal, Dr.
Friedman made sure to take full advantage and credits each of the faculty, as well as
some he did not directly study with, as being major influences and each one an integral
component of what has become his style.
There were some things…that Sam [Adler] was better at than anybody in
terms of teaching…He was great with pitch pushing, tone row
manipulation, how to organize your harmonies and harmonic
structure…Warren Benson was great with form and structure. Joseph
Schwantner was really good with notation and extended techniques, new
stuff, hot off the press…Eugene Kurtz was really good at…freeing my
mind up. Another major influence was Sydney Hodkinson…he was the
director of the Musica Nova ensemble…He influenced me a whole lot. I
played in the Music Nova ensemble. That was the best playing I did at
Eastman…Between all these guys, I learned a lot of different stuff,
different things from each one of them and it all kind of gradually worked
its way into my own composing.11
9

Ibid.

10

Ibid.

11

Ibid.
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These influences can be readily seen in Friedman’s works. As previously stated,
he describes himself as a formalist composer, utilizing the traditional forms of classical
music. The Sonata for Trumpet and Piano (1995), which this study will explore, is a
synthesis of two of the most important and compositionally popular forms for trumpet
compositions, being sonata-allegro and theme-and-variations. His unaccompanied works
of Solus (1975) and Laude (1980) use a notation system developed by Friedman for the
compositions where notes are sometimes given as lengths of time, rather than a number
of beats. The former is also perhaps Friedman’s most elaborate use of extended
techniques for trumpet, including slide glissandi, shakes, alternate finger combinations,
and removal of the second valve slide. It is also his first published composition for
trumpet as a solo instrument.
When asked about his use of traditional forms, Friedman stated,
I think that’s generally true. Not that I haven’t at least experimented with
writing some other kinds of things, more amorphous kinds of things, but
I’ve generally come back to certain traditions…It’s just what I’m
comfortable doing as a composer, but also what I’m comfortable listening
to…if you’re expecting people to go put on nice clothes and go sit in an
auditorium for a couple of hours, you’d better give them some kind of
structure…I’m pretty much in the western concert music tradition.12
Initially, Friedman’s compositions were for trumpet and for brass ensembles.
During his undergraduate work, his teacher pushed him to expand his scope of
composition and begin writing for different instruments and ensembles. When at
Eastman, Samuel Adler would assign him different instrumentations to compose for in a
direct effort to stretch Friedman from simply composing for trumpet and brass. Friedman
followed this course, continuing to become more familiar with the compositional styles
and techniques different instruments merit for a couple years at Eastman. He remembers
12

Ibid.
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a meeting in a coffee shop with several of the graduate composition students that started
off being about modern composition and use of extended techniques and the influence of
theatre on modern music that lead to the inspiration for Solus.
Then sitting around the coffee shop with some of the bearded, pseudointellectual graduate student types, they were talking about [Luciano]
Berio Sequenza V (1966) for trombone, which was fairly new at the time
and a hot topic with its theatrics and extended things. One of the
guys…asked me, “Well, is there anything like that for trumpet?” and at the
time, there really wasn’t. So he said, “Well, why don’t you write one?” so
I said, “Alright.” So that became Solus.13
Dr. Friedman completed both a Master of Music and Doctor of Musical Arts
degree at Eastman. Upon graduating from Eastman, he began a successful career as a
trumpet performer, educator, and composer. He has performed with symphonies around
the world, including principal positions with the New Zealand Philharmonic, Hong Kong
Philharmonic, and Israel Philharmonic, as well as performing with the Los Angeles
Philharmonic. He has also been the trumpet instructor at Victoria University in New
Zealand, Tel Aviv University in Israel, and at the Interlochen Arts Academy. He
continues to travel throughout the world giving masterclasses. His solo CD, The Lyric
Trumpet, won “Best Classical Recording of 1989” at the New Zealand Music Awards.
As a composer, he has achieved equal acclaim. Solus has become a staple of the trumpet
repertoire and “has been designated ‘required contemporary repertoire’ for solo
competitions in Munich, Germany and Toulon, France.”14
Following his time abroad, Dr. Friedman moved back to Memphis, where he
currently lives with his wife and children. He continues to compose by commission and

13

Ibid.

14

Stanley Friedman, “Stanley Friedman | Composer | Trumpet,” Stanley Friedman,
http://www.stanleyfriedman.com/composer/mf2.htm (accessed August 21, 2010).

8

is an active trumpet player in Memphis. In 2008, he again won the ITG Composition
Competition. In 2006, he completed his Classical Concerto in C, a revision of his
Concerto in C (1984), which was premiered on April 7, 2009 in Grand Junction,
Colorado, by Ryan Anthony and the Grand Junction Symphony Orchestra.15 Dr.
Friedman has also recently begun writing novels for children.16 Currently, he serves on
the faculty of the University of Mississippi in the composition department.
Definition of Terms
The pitch names used in this document will be based on the pitch names as
defined in the Harvard Dictionary of Music. Middle C will be indicated by c’, the octave
above will be indicated by c’’, and the octave above that c’’’.17

Example 1. Pitch names as defined in the Harvard Dictionary of Music
This document contains an analysis of the hymn tune The Morning Trumpet from
Southern Harmony. There are three staves to each system. The top line will be referred
to as the treble, the middle as the tenor, and the bottom staff as the bass. For more
information refer to the article “Shape-Note hymnody” in The Grove Dictionary of Music

15

Stanley Friedman, “ITG News: Ryan Anthony and Stanley Friedman in Colorado,” International
Trumpet Guild, http://www.trumpetguild.org/news/09/0954sf.html (accessed August 21, 2010).
16

Stanley Friedman, “Stanley Friedman | Composer | Trumpet,” Stanley Friedman,
http://www.stanleyfriedman.com/composer/mf2.htm (accessed August 21, 2010).
17

"Pitch Names," The Harvard Dictionary of Music, ed. Don M. Randel, 4th ed. (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 2003).

9

and Musicians, or The Social Harp under the section “Harmony and Composition” in the
introductory rudiments of music.18

18

John McCurry, The Social Harp, ed. Daniel W. Patterson and John F. Garst (Athens, GA: The
University of Georgia Press, 1973), 14.
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CHAPTER II
SONATA FOR TRUMPET AND PIANO, 1995
Compositional and Premiere History
The Sonata for Trumpet and Piano was commissioned in 1995 by David Spencer,
Associate Professor of Music at The University of Memphis. The funding for the
commission was made possible by a new faculty research grant.1 It was premiered
March 27, 1996, at The University of Memphis during the Imagine ’96 new music
festival. David Spencer was the trumpeter and Steve Kummer was the pianist.2 There is
a dedication to Albert MacKinnon, a close friend of Dr. Friedman’s and colleague during
his time in New Zealand.
As Dr. Friedman recalls, “We decided, just talking about it back and forth, we
wanted to write a big piece, a big sonata, which I had not written at that time, and here it
is. It’s big. And it’s hairy.” As for the inspiration of the Sonata, Friedman explains that
he
ran across [The Morning Trumpet] many years ago, just the title – I had
not heard it before – I just found the piece of music laying around in a
choir rehearsal room. I sat down at the piano and started playing and
thought, ‘This is a cool tune, there’s something there, something I can
use.’ The melody kept haunting me for years and years and years. When
David [Spencer] approached me about the piece and I was thinking about
what could I do, all of a sudden it occurred to me I could do a piece based
on The Morning Trumpet and then it was a matter of how to use that tune
in a modern piece and what its potential was for expansion and
development.3
1

Stanley Friedman, interviewed by author, Memphis, TN, August 24, 2010.

2

Stanley Friedman, Sonata for Trumpet and Piano (program notes from world premiere,
Memphis, TN, March 27, 1996).
3

Stanley Friedman, interviewed by author, Memphis, TN, August 24, 2010.
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Example 2. The Morning Trumpet from Southern Harmony4
Shown above is a printing of The Morning Trumpet as found in Southern
Harmony. The original key of The Morning Trumpet is F-sharp minor. Friedman
changed this to F minor in Movement II, later saying, “I think I experimented with a
bunch of different keys before I settled on F minor. That just seemed to be where it
would lie the best on the trumpet and give the warmth and character I wanted.”5 His
opinion was that “the original key seemed a little too high and bright. I did experiment
around with that.”6 As stated in the program notes from the premiere, Dr. Friedman
made a decision to keep accentuating the hymn tune in the Sonata: “So as not to detract
4

William Walker, Southern Harmony, ed. Glenn C. Wilcox (Lexington, KY: The University Press
of Kentuky, 1987), 195.
5

Stanley Friedman, interviewed by author, Memphis, TN, August 24, 2010.

6

Ibid.
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from the significance of the source hymn and the vital, multi-layered architecture, I chose
not to incorporate extended techniques and blatant pyrotechnics, key elements of my
earlier solo trumpet work.”7
Dr. Friedman expanded further on his composition of the Sonata in a later
interview,
I was also thinking as the piece was coming together in my head that I
wanted to synthesize, in a way, the tradition of cornet salon pieces, theme
and variations, and more classical orchestral forms, symphonic forms,
classical sonata forms and bring them together…I wanted to try to bring
those ideas together in one piece. So, that’s…partly why the piece is as
big as it is, as long as it is. It takes a lot of development to get those ideas
going.8
The Morning Trumpet (ca. 1835) – B.F. White
The Morning Trumpet is a composition by Benjamin Franklin White (1800-1879).
White, a self-taught musician, was a teacher and composer, known for his use of fourshape notation. His book, The Sacred Harp (1844), was one of the most important shapenote books in nineteenth-century America.9 According to the Grove Dictionary of Music
and Musicians, shape-note notation was used in “rural American sacred music” and used
“in any of several musical notations in which a note head of a certain shape is assigned to
each of the solmization syllables fa, sol, la, mi (in the four-syllable ‘fasola’
system)…They are intended to help singers with little musical expertise to sing at

7

Stanley Friedman, Sonata for Trumpet and Piano (program notes from world premiere,
Memphis, TN, March 27, 1996).
8

Stanley Friedman, interviewed by author, Memphis, TN, August 24, 2010.

9

Buell E. Cobb and Harry Eskew, "White, Benjamin Franklin," Grove Music Online, Oxford
Music Online, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/30206 (accessed August
20, 2010).
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sight.”10 His brother-in-law, William Walker’s book The Southern Harmony and
Musical Companion (1835), is where The Morning Trumpet can be found. The book was
very popular in the deep south, reportedly selling 600,000 copies by 1866.11
Shape-note singing arose in New England near the beginning of the eighteenthcentury. The preachers in the American churches were frustrated with the poor singing in
their congregations, and sought to find a way to improve the ability to sing at sight, as
well as overall musical training. “What was needed was a means of introducing
substantial numbers of untrained people to the elements of music, and for that purpose
the ministers made use of the evening ‘literary school,’ already well established in New
England.”12 The ministers developed music books and a curriculum for their
parishioners, which led to the creation of John Tuft’s An Introduction to the Singing of
Psalm Tunes. It can be extrapolated that Tuft’s book was a forerunner to the shape-note
and “fasola” system, “because it is in nonstandard notation. Instead of a note head, the
initial rehearsal of the solmization syllable was printed on the staff.”13 This remained the
primary mode for music instruction in America throughout most of the century.
Toward the end of the eighteenth century, a relatively obscure storekeeper
in Philadelphia, John Connelley, seems to have developed a system of
using geometric shapes for the heads of notes…He developed only four
shapes, for at that time scales were sung using only four syllables. These
are the shapes used in Southern Harmony, known as fasola notation.14

10

Harry Eskew and James C. Downey, "Shape-note hymnody," Grove Music Online, Oxford
Music Online, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/25584 (accessed August
20, 2010).
11

Ibid.

12

Ibid, v.

13

Ibid.

14

Ibid, vi.
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Example 3. fasola shape-note system 15
About this time, the New England churches who first pushed for reforms and
increased musical literacy in their congregations started seeking more reforms. This
time, they pushed to remove the burgeoning native American music that had developed
and flourished in the previous century in favor of European music. “As the seaboard
churches become [sic] more and more sophisticated by their own standards, the native
musical product they were discarding found a home to the south and west on the frontier
of the expanding nation.”16
“In the printed music of the Southern Harmony, the melody is in the part just
above the bass line…In the Southern Harmony almost exactly eighty percent of the songs
are scored for three voices; bass, tenor or lead, and treble.”17 As written by John G.
McCurry, the editor of The Social Harp (1855), a contemporary collection to Southern
Harmony and The Sacred Harp,
After you have written your tenor, then commence your bass by placing
your notes a proper distance from the tenor, and be careful always not to
place any note within one degree of the corresponding note in the other
part, or within seven degrees, it being within one degree of the
octave…After having written the bass and tenor, commence the treble by
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Harry Eskew and James C. Downey, "Shape-note hymnody," Grove Music Online, Oxford
Music Online, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/25584 (accessed August
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observing both parts already written; be careful not to place any note on
the next sound to the notes in either part that are already located…18
This notational style is very similar to that of the early trumpet music in the 16th
and 17th centuries, as well as chant. “In examining the music, one becomes increasingly
aware of the primacy of the linear aspect of each voice part, as opposed to a vertical or
harmonic concept. This also attests to the antiquity of the music, for it is a vestige of the
polyphonic writing of the Renaissance.”19 In Cesare Bendinelli’s method of 1614, The
Entire Art of Trumpet Playing, he lists how the different players in the trumpet ensemble
should find their respective parts. “A remark of Bendinelli’s states clearly that ensemble
music is intended, even though only one part is notated: ‘Here all the trumpeters begins to
play...I [wish to] point out that a single [player] begins and the others follow in order, as
is the custom.’”20 This means that there was one written part for the sonatas and trumpet
players of the day were expected to improvise above and below the lead line.
“…Bendinelli lists the names of the five registers of the natural trumpet. They are, from
bottom to top: ‘First the grosso [part]; second, the vulgano; third, alto e basso, that is, he
who imitates the sonata with his notes, only lower…; fourth, the one who leads…; [and ]
fifth the clarion.”21 The melody line would be found as the second staff down from the
top if the parts were written down. What is notable about Dr. Friedman’s use of the tune
in the Sonata is that he used the treble line of the tune from the copy in Southern
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Charles Seeger, “Contrapuntal Style in the Three-Voice Shape-Note Hymns,” Musical
Quarterly, 26, no. 4 (October 1940), 484.
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William Walker, Southern Harmony, ed. Glenn C. Wilcox (Lexington, KY: The University
Press of Kentuky, 1987), viii.
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(Nashville, TN: The Brass Press, 1975), 13.
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Harmony instead of the tenor/lead line. He did not recall if there was a reason at the time
for doing this.22
Through modern eyes, The Morning Trumpet appears to be notated as a SopranoAlto-Bass (SAB) piece. Without the historical context of the shape-note voicing, the top
line appears to be the melody. In actuality, it is more of a descant and, as previously
stated, is also the line Dr. Friedman chose to base the Sonata on. This decision greatly
impacts both the composition and the performance of the piece. Friedman takes the
opening four notes of The Morning Trumpet as the main basis of the work. Since he uses
the treble line, diatonically these notes are c’’, b-flat’, a-flat’ g’. Friedman does not hold
to these pitches strictly, but does typically hold to the intervallic or modal relationship. If
Friedman had been more conventional and chosen to base the Sonata on the original
melody, these notes would have been f’, g’, a-flat, and b-flat’. Not only would the c’’
and f’ be swapped, but also the melodic line changes from descending to ascending. As
will be discussed later, Friedman frequently uses this opening c’’, b-flat’, a-flat’ motive
throughout the first movement. More implications specific to the performer will be
discussed later in this study.
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Interview with Stanley Friedman , August 24, 2010.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF MOVEMENT I
Form
The movements of the Sonata for Trumpet and Piano are in traditional forms
from trumpet literature. The first movement is sonata-allegro form, a common form used
extensively in the eighteenth-century and can be found in such well-known compositions
for trumpet as Franz Joseph Haydn’s trumpet concerto. Dr. Friedman describes this
movement as “a very big, elaborate preamble, prelude, to the rest of piece.”1
A table of the movement is shown below:
Table 1. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement I Form
Section

Rehearsal Start

Rehearsal End

Measure Start

Measure End

Exposition

Beginning

C

1

63

Development

C

H

63

174

Recapitulation

H

L

174

260

Cadenza

L

M

260

276

Coda

M

End

276

297 (end)

Melody
At first glance, the melodic structure of the first movement has seemingly no
relation to the rest of the Sonata and especially not to The Morning Trumpet. However,
once the performer becomes more familiar with the work, the opening three notes of The
Morning Trumpet are present from the very start.

1

Interview with Stanley Friedman, August 24, 2010.
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Example 4. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement I, m. 1
The notes present in the right hand, from top to bottom, are f-sharp’’, a-sharp’,
and g-sharp’. The notes present in the left hand, from top to bottom, are e’, d’ and f. If
the order is rearranged, octave displacement accounted for, and the left and right hands
combined, the notes become a-sharp’, g-sharp’, f-sharp’, e’. The same octave
displacement can be found in the opening trumpet statement. At first glance, the notes
are c’, b’, a’, g’’. If the octave displacement is removed, it becomes c’, b’, a’, g’. These
two instances spell out the melody of The Morning Trumpet first found in full in
Movement II of the Sonata.
It’s [the opening scale] everywhere. It’s part of the structure of the piece.
Because it’s such a simple tune…it’s just a scale, so that gives you a lot of
room to use that idea. There’s not much in the way. The tune itself is so
simple that it’s easy to use it.2
The basis of The Morning Trumpet in the fasola system is also evident in Dr.
Friedman’s choice of the opening scale. In the fasola system, the scale chosen by him
would be represented by la, so, fa, mi in descending order.
This opening sets the tone for Friedman’s treatment of melody of The Morning
Trumpet throughout the movement. Frequent use of octave displacement is found
throughout. The trumpet performer needs to look for all instances of this. The first
2

Ibid.
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entrance is marked cantabile and that should carry through similar melodic figures. One
such direct allusion to Movement II that uses octave displacement is found in measures
51-53.

Example 5. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement I, mm. 51-53
Compare the above example to the opening of Movement II in the example seen
below.

Example 6. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement II, mm. 1-3
Here is found c’’, b-flat’’, a-flat’. When compared to the opening of Movement II
and the notes brought into the same octave, they are the same. The notes c’’, b-flat’’, aflat’ become c’’, b-flat’, a-flat’.
The other primary treatment of the melody by Friedman is the use of scalar
passages. These, too, hearken to the opening figure of The Morning Trumpet. This is
first found at rehearsal A.

Example 7. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement I, mm. 14-20
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Here, it can be seen that the same four-note motive has been used. At measure
14, the scale is b, c’, d’, e’ and spans two measures. Again in measures 18-20 is a scale
with the final note displaced by octave, c’’, d’’, e-flat’’ f’ (f’’).
Finally,. Friedman takes the melody of The Morning Trumpet and puts it into his
serialization at the very end of Movement I.

Example 8. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement I, mm. 294-297
Here the b-flat is missing, but in amongst the triplet rhythmic figure that is
prevalent in this movement is c’, b-flat, a-flat, the exact opening to the second movement.
Harmony
The first movement contains elements of both tonality and atonality. Friedman
states that the four-note scale that has been discussed is the basis for a tone row, but at the
same time, he does not intend for the piece to be completely 12-tone, or atonal. “The
twelve-toneness of it is so buried, it’s almost nonexistent. That’s just the way I structured
it…It’s both simultaneously [tonal and atonal]…It’s almost one way and it’s almost
another way and it’s really both…It’s both tonal and it’s atonal at the same time.”3
Friedman admits that this is one of several elements that makes the piece difficult.
Throughout all of this, there are references to the hymn tune.
This is my intention. The first movement is very abstract; it doesn’t have
beautiful tunes. It has things that are on the verge of being tunes, but
aren’t quite. It’s breathless, a constant barrage. And then you hear (The
3
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Morning Trumpet at the start of the second movement) which is both a
shock and it’s also like, ‘Of course!’ but you wouldn’t know why it’s ‘Of
course!’…It comes naturally out of what comes before it. You just didn’t
know where it was going.4
What the performer needs to keep in mind is finding the cells of notes that relate
to the melody, both as presented in the first movement and as they relate more directly to
The Morning Trumpet. One prominent example is before rehearsal E, measure 103.
Friedman takes one of these cells and sequences it, emphasizing the four-note
serialization and also employing the octave displacement discussed earlier.

Example 9. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement I, mm. 92-102
Rhythm
There are four main rhythmic figures used in Movement I. The first one is the
opening figure in the piano. This is used throughout the work. The figure is passed
between the piano and trumpet verbatim. This figure is augmented in the trumpet
cadenza. In the cadenza, the eighth-note triplets are expanded to quarter-note triplets and
speeds up to eighth-note triplets. The second rhythmic figure is the opening motive in the
trumpet. As discussed before, this is the opening of The Morning Trumpet. The third

4
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rhythmic motive is an extension of the opening piano motive and is the scalar triplet
figure that is present throughout the movement.
The fourth major rhythmic motive is present at the cadence points. Here,
Friedman tends to favor switching from the triplet figures to a duple pattern of two eighth
notes followed by a quarter note, as can be seen in the previous example. This gesture is
usually the opening of The Morning Trumpet with an octave displacement between the
notes, rather than leaving it as a literal presentation of the tune.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF MOVEMENT II
Form
Movement II begins with a presentation of the theme in the trumpet with
interruptions from the piano. The theme is then played, without break, by the piano at
rehearsal A. Following, there are four variations in the movement, growing in
complexity and fragmentation of the theme. Variation I begins at rehearsal B. Variation
II begins at rehearsal D. Variation III begins at rehearsal F. This is not printed in the
published edition, but can be found in the original manuscript. Variation IV begins at
rehearsal H.
A table of the form is shown below:
Table 2. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement II Form
Section

Rehearsal Start

Rehearsal End

Measure Start

Measure End

Theme

Beginning

B

1

32

Variation I

B

D

32

59

Variation II

D

F

59

104

Variation III

F

H

104

153

Variation IV

H

End

153

187 (end)

Melody
At the start of the second movement, the tune from The Morning Trumpet is
finally performed verbatim. From beginning to measure 12, the trumpet plays the tune in
short phrases, setting a much calmer and more somber mood from the frenetic first
movement. The phrases are interrupted by piano strikes and harmonics. According to
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Dr. Friedman, a full grand piano is the best instrument to produce the harmonics. The
pianist is to depress, without sounding, a chord in the right hand, while striking a
sixteenth note in the left hand.

Example 10. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement II, mm. 1-7
The form of The Morning Trumpet is AABB and at rehearsal A, the piano repeats
the A theme, this time uninterrupted, and carries through into the B theme. What is
noteworthy is that Dr. Friedman did not repeat the B theme and instead wrote in an AAB
form.
The third major theme of the Sonata is introduced between rehearsal A and B. In
order of appearance, the first major theme is the aforementioned triplet figure that the
piano plays at the very opening. The second major theme is the “Morning Trumpet”
tune. The third major theme is a fanfare motive that the trumpet plays in measures 27-29
of this movement. All of these motives will come together in the final movement.
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Example 11. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement II, mm. 27-29
This fanfare reasserts itself throughout the final two movements and serves as the
basis for a very elaborate ending to the work. At measure 32, rehearsal B, the melody is
in the trumpet and a sixteenth note accompaniment is in the piano. This is actually the
fanfare figure augmented from triplet sixteenths into duple sixteenths.

Example 12. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement II, mm. 32-39
26

The fanfare then undergoes another transformation when it is passed from the
accompanying piano to the trumpet. It becomes an ornamented version of the melody.
All of this serves as the first variation of the movement and is concluded with a final
punctuation by the original trumpet fanfare.

Example 13. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement II, mm. 39-47
Beginning with Variation II, the tune becomes gradually more obscured. It is still
present in its entirety, but more layers are present above it, making it increasingly
difficult for the listener to readily discover its presence. In Variation II, the melody is
present in the bass while a variation of the scalar passages of the first movement are
played in the right. Eventually, the trumpet takes up the melody in canon with the bass,
only to later take the scalar variation. Dr. Friedman states that balance is crucial between
the trumpet and piano because there are times when the trumpet is just another note in the
piano chord.1 This technique is evident beginning after measure 74 and grows in
complexity. The trumpet and piano exchange the scalar, serialized passages on top of the
serialized melody, also being played by the piano.

1

Stanley Friedman, interviewed by author, Memphis, TN, August 24, 2010.
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Example 14. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement II, mm. 82-89
Shown in the two following examples, the two parts ultimately resolve near the
end of the variation into the B theme, first in the piano at measure 91 and then the
trumpet at measure 94.

Example 15. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement II, mm. 91-95
28

Example 16. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement II, mm. 94-99
Variation III is not marked in the trumpet or piano score, but according to the
manuscript, it is at rehearsal F. Leading into the variation is a repetition of the fanfare in
the trumpet, then piano with the piano playing the melody both times through the A
theme and the B theme split, first in the trumpet first, then the piano. Like the previous
variations, this one, too, has a final punctuation with the fanfare motive.
Variation IV is centered on the opening three notes of the hymn tune. This
motive is passed between the trumpet and piano both descending per the original and
inverted in an ascending order. Like all previous variations, Variation IV is also closed
with the fanfare.
Harmony
The Morning Trumpet is always present somewhere throughout the movement
creating tonality throughout. It is highly chromatic, but true atonality is not present. The
tune does modulate, however, the predominant key center is F minor which is where it
begins and continues to return to with Variations I, II, and IV all at least beginning in the
key. The movement concludes in D minor, dovetailing into the final variation,
Movement III up a half step to E-flat minor.
Interesting to note is that the treble line of The Morning Trumpet, which is the
melody of this movement, appears to be in A-flat major. The tune leads from c’’ to aflat’ and back up to c’’. From here, the melody centers on e-flat’’. It then repeats down
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from c’’ to a-flat’ before rising again to c’’. This clearly outlines the A-flat major triad.
It seems somewhat confusing then that the B theme is in C minor with the melody
centering on c’’, e-flat’’, and g’’. The closing trumpet fanfare is the first trumpet passage
that is obviously in F minor, outlining an F minor arpeggio. However, if you look at the
tenor line from the original tune, allowing for transposition from F-sharp minor to F
minor, it begins on f’ and ascends to a-flat’ and prominently emphasizes these notes
along with c’’ – an F minor tonality. At first look for the performer, one could see A-flat
major and attempt to treat the notes and the requisite tuning accordingly, lowering c’’ the
necessary amount to tune a major third, rather than treating it as the fifth and a-flat’ as the
minor third.
In an analysis of the chordal structure of the original tenor of the tune, allowing
for transposition to f minor, the structure is as follows:

Example 17. The Morning Trumpet, chord analysis
By harmonizing the treble and not the tenor, Friedman changes the harmonic
structure. Instead of harmonizing measures 4 and 5 of the above example with an E-flat
chord, he uses an A-flat chord. Again in measure 7 of the example, Friedman replaces
the E-flat chord is replaced with an A-flat chord. The second section begins with an Aflat harmonization for both the tenor and Friedman’s treatment of the treble and the
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downbeat of measure 11 is f minor. From there, though, the differences begin again.
Friedman once again replaces all three E-flat chords in this section with A-flat chords.
He also puts an E-flat chord on the downbeat of measure 12 before moving to a c minor
chord on the second beat. The last alteration comes on the downbeat of measure 13
where Friedman replaces the f minor chord with a D-flat major chord.

Example 18. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement II, measures 1-29
31

It bears repeating that these harmonic differences can cause difficulty for
performers at first glance. When played by itself, the treble sounds as though it is in Aflat major, not f minor, as is the case.
Rhythm
The rhythmic figures in Movement II can be mostly traced back to the original
rhythm of The Morning Trumpet and the fanfare motive. The rhythmic figures can look
more difficult than they are as it is composed in sixteenth and thirty-second notes,
however, this is mitigated by the slow tempi. The tempi of the movement are all given in
terms of relation to the eighth note.
When the trumpet has the melody, it remains in its original duration with one
exception. In Variation II, when the trumpet is in canon with the piano, the melody is
augmented in the trumpet just as it is in the piano. This augmentation continues in the
piano into rehearsal E where the trumpet takes the sixteenth note accompaniment rhythm
that had been in the piano.
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CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF MOVEMENT III
Form
Movement II continues attacca into Movement III, which is the fifth and final
variation. This movement is a rondo. The rondo form is common to final movements,
particularly in the late eighteenth and nineteenth-centuries. In regards to the standard
works of trumpet literature, this is another allusion to historical trumpet works and an
example can be found in Johann Nepomuk Hummel’s trumpet concerto where the final
movement is a rondo. In addition, the final movements of Friedman’s works Laude and
his recently published Classical Concerto in C are also in rondo form. The form of the
rondo in the Sonata, however, has a twist from how one would find it composed in the
nineteenth-century. Friedman has taken the melodic segments and used them as the
traditional “sections” of a rondo, layering them throughout the movement.
There are really almost two main themes in the last movement: the hymn
tune and the arpeggiated accompaniment of it, and they swap back and
forth. Then at D, though, I bring in a “c” theme, which is taken from the
first movement…The rondo movement brings all the themes from the
piece together and develops them and weaves them together and it,
hopefully, resolves the contrast between the first movement and the hymn
tune itself in the second movement.1
The “A” theme is the statement of the hymn tune.

Example 19. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement III, mm. 9-17

1

Stanley Friedman, interviewed by author, Memphis, TN, August 24, 2010.
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The “B” theme is the arpeggiated accompaniment that initially happens under the
trumpet statement of the hymn tune in Movement III. This is an expansion of the fanfare
motive in Movement II and is passed back and forth between the two performers.

Example 20. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement III, mm. 42-49
The “C” theme comes in at rehearsal D, measure 97, in the trumpet part. It is a
lyrical version of the opening statement of the Sonata from Movement I. As stated
earlier, this is also a version of the hymn tune.

Example 21. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement III, mm. 97-102
More significant about rehearsal D is that it is the first time all three of the themes
come together. Dr. Friedman describes this as a “very important point in the piece.”2

2
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Melody
In the Rondo, all of the melodies are developed forms of motives from the
previous movements. The A theme, the hymn tune, appears in augmented form, but only
slightly altered from the original. The B theme, the fanfare from Movement II, has
evolved into the sixteenth note arpeggiation. The C theme, the opening piano motive
derived from the opening of the hymn tune, is now slower and to be played dolce like the
cantabile first entrance of the trumpet.
Just as with the melodies from the previous movements, Friedman exposes the
origins and interplay of the themes in this final movement to bring the piece together.
The Rondo movement brings all the themes from the piece together and
develops them and weaves them together and, hopefully, resolves the
contrast between the first movement and the hymn tune itself, the second
movement.3
There is one more theme present. This comes in before rehearsal F. Here the
trumpet has a triplet passage that is both similar to the triplet figures of the first
movement, though primarily descending this time in contrast to the primarily ascending
figures in Movement I. Directly at rehearsal F, the piano recapitulates the opening
motive. For the next several measures, until shortly before rehearsal G, the trumpet and
piano rehash a slightly altered version of the first movement with The Morning Trumpet
added in both instruments. “The little technical licks [triplet passages], both in the piano
and the trumpet…that’s back to the first movement idea of fragmenting the melody.”4
From this point on, there is great ferocity between the two instruments primarily
on the B and C themes. This climaxes at rehearsal L in the return of the hymn tune,

3
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followed by a sequenced series of the fanfare. At last there is one final playing of the
opening of The Morning Trumpet.
Harmony
The final movement has an elaboration of the fanfare in the form of an
arpeggiation of the basic harmonization Friedman uses present throughout the second
movement. This arpeggiation is traded between the piano and trumpet as the movement
progresses. The melody is in e-flat minor in this movement, rather than f minor as in the
previous movement. The harmony is much more elaborate; however, it still does not
follow the original hymn tune. Rather, it is a much more lush and modern approach to
the tune. In the three examples shown below, the first is an example of the orchestration.

Example 22. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement III, mm. 42-45
The second example is an analysis comparing the more developed harmonic
structure of the tune parenthetically compared to the harmony of the original hymn
melody.
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Example 23. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement III, mm. 42-86 – harmonization
of the melody compared to the original tune
The final example is comparing the harmonization used in the third movement
with that used in the second movement, shown in parentheses. It shows how Friedman
has altered his harmonization from the second movement. The most striking alteration is
the replacement of every A-flat chord, turned G-flat due to the modulation to e-flat
minor. This helps to keep the melody sounding in e-flat minor and not G-flat major,
avoiding the confusion of Movement II where the f minor melody sounds as though it is
in A-flat major.
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Example 24. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement III, mm. 42-86 – harmonization
of the melody compared to Movement II
As the Rondo is a development of the first and second movements and there is
layering of tonal and atonal elements. The very opening of the Sonata has the piano
playing a cluster of the four main notes of The Morning Trumpet. That motive returns in
the final movement both rhythmically in the trumpet, but also literally – as clusters – in
the piano. At rehearsal H, the trumpet has the B theme of the rondo, while the piano is
playing the original opening underneath. The effect is tonality existing on top of
atonality.
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Example 25. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement III, mm. 241-258
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Rhythm
Rhythmically, the final movement is made up of ideas all previously stated in the
earlier movements. It is how these rhythms are used in the rondo that makes both the
performer and listener realize that the entire piece has led to this point, rather than the
traditional three slightly more disparate movements found in other solo works.
Until the ending of the piece, beginning at rehearsal M, the entire movement is in
3/8 meter. The 2/4 meter hymn tune is sometimes fit into this meter, primarily by
augmentation, but other times Friedman uses duple rhythms mixed with triple. This
allows the triplets of the first movement to be brought together with the duple of second
movement in a synthesis of melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic figures.
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CHAPTER VI
Interpretation and Preparation of the Work
Instrument Selection and Range
The Sonata was premiered on B-flat trumpet. The original manuscript was
written for B-flat trumpet. After the first printing, the publisher printed the solo part for
C trumpet. While premiered on the B-flat trumpet, since the premiere, the
commissioning artist and premiering trumpeter, David Spencer, chooses to perform the
work on C trumpet.1 The current published edition comes with parts for both C trumpet
and B-flat trumpet; however, the B-flat part shows a key signature, which, when
combined with the abundance of accidentals, makes for greater difficulty from a practical
standpoint for the B-flat trumpet. With the only exception being the opening tune
statement in the second movement and first variation, there is not a printed key signature
in the C part. By contrast, the B-flat part always has a key signature and still prints
accidentals for key and tonality alternation.
The range of the Sonata stretches from f-sharp to c’’’ on C trumpet. This is the
entire range of the trumpet as designated by the Jean-Baptiste Arban Complete
Conservatory Method and is what most trumpet fingering charts consider the range of the
instrument. While the range does not go into the extreme register of the trumpet –
Friedman himself writes to g-flat’’’ in his unaccompanied work Laude – it does require
the performer to have a good command of the instrument and be able to be agile enough
play consistently in all registers.

1

David Spencer, interviewed by the author, Memphis, TN, August 24, 2010.
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Dr. Friedman also has recommendations for the piano best suited to perform the
Sonata. “It needs a concert grand [piano], a very deep sounding concert grand…It needs
a big piano. To balance the weight of the trumpet, the way I hear it in my head, it needs a
concert grand piano instead of a recital hall piano.”2
Endurance
Endurance is probably the most significant concern for performance of the Sonata
for Trumpet and Piano. The score is marked at a 22-minute performance time. When
compared with other twentieth-century trumpet sonatas, it is significantly longer. The
three staple twentieth-century sonatas of the trumpet repertoire by Paul Hindemith, Kent
Kennan, and Halsey Stevens are approximately 16 minutes,3 15 minutes,4 and 16
minutes5 in length respectively.
In addition to the long duration, unlike the previous three sonatas referenced,
there is not a break between the second and third movements. The second movement
begins the theme-and-variations. The third movement serves as a final variation and is
connected to the second movement without break. This breaks the work up into the first
movement being approximately five minutes in length and the remaining seventeen
without break or pause, longer than the previously reference sonatas in their entirety. As
can be seen, this poses some difficulty when programming a recital. It is very important

2

Stanley Friedman, interviewed by author, Memphis, TN, August 24, 2010.
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Paul Hindemith, “Sonata for Trumpet and Piano,” Modern Trumpet, Reinhold Friedrich and
Thomas Duis, Capriccio Digital 10 439, 1992.
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Kent Kennan, “Sonata for Trumpet and Piano,” Trumpet in Our Time, Raymond Mase and David
Pearl, Summit Records, Inc. DCD-148, 1994.
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Halsey Stevens, “Sonata for Trumpet and Piano,” Trumpet Masterworks, George Vosburgh and
Alaine Fink, Four Winds FW 3018, 2001.
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for the performer to have a clear understanding of the roles of the trumpet and the piano
throughout the composition in order to best be able to pace the performance for
maximum efficiency of endurance.
Articulation
Articulation is a key element of all of Dr. Friedman’s music. The performer
should approach his works like a painter with a palette of colors. All are present and
noticeable, but they can be used together and shaped to create new colors. Friedman is
very specific about when and where he places his articulation markings. Accents are to
be played with a forceful attack, but long in value, avoiding the temptation put too much
space between the notes. Avoid accentuating the melodic lines when not indicated.
Along the same lines, Friedman frequently uses the legato articulation marking on the
bottom note of an upward slur. In my experience as an educator, trumpeters have a
tendency to move early, anticipating the upward motion of the slur. Friedman intends for
each note to receive its full value and uses the legato mark to remind the performer.
Most of the Sonata does not require multiple tonguing. Only in Movement III
would triple tonguing be obviously helpful to the performer. At measure 147, there are
passages of sixteenth note triplets that are marked to be articulated with a leggiero
indication, but at the same time under a phrase mark to keep the line connected. Here,
using triple tonguing can help the performer to keep the fluidity of the line as well as a
lighter attack on the notes. This occurs again briefly at rehearsal K.
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Example 26. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement III, mm. 147-160
Melodic Shape
As stated earlier by Friedman, the opening of Movement I is a descending fournote scale. The examples below show the original, followed by two methods the
performer should use to practice the line. Dr. Friedman intends the line to sound as
simple as a scale.
On a clarinet it’s [wide intervals] not a big deal. On a trumpet, it’s a big
deal. It’s a big deal for us to try to make the listener think that it’s not that
big of deal. That’s a different approach to novelty and extended
techniques, is making the trumpet not be limited to trumpety kinds of
things, but also partake in vocal kinds of things…and woodwindistic sorts
of things. So that’s something I’ve done very consciously.6

6

Stanley Friedman, interviewed by author, Memphis, TN, February 23, 2009.
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Example 27. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement I, mm. 4-12

Example 28. Practice Example #1 for measures 4-12 – octave compressed to scale motion

Example 29. Practice Example #2 for measures 4-12 – octave compressed with some
intervals
The practice examples show how the performer can remove the octave
displacement and practice the opening scale without difficulty. Due to the inherent
nature of the trumpet, and brass instruments in general, intervals spanning close to, or
exceeding an octave, especially involving the upper register of the instrument (g’’ and
above), require significantly more practice as well as advanced facility on the instrument.
Practice Example #1 is the scale itself with as small intervals as possible. Practice
Example #2 introduces some of the intervals back in, but maintains the grouped pairs.
The style marking is cantabile, so once the scale becomes smooth, then return to the
original and carry over the same ease of playing a descending scale.
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The other melodic shape of note in Movement I is what can be described as a
signature Friedman motive. This is present in many of Friedman’s works, beginning
from his first published trumpet solo, Solus, in the opening fanfare of the final movement.
In the Sonata, this figure is played first in the piano to open the piece and is passed back
and forth between performers throughout the movement. It is most noticeable in the
cadenza at rehearsal L. This figure also returns as part of the final variation, Movement
III, though in a lyrical setting.

Example 30. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement I, mm. 1-4

Example 31. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement I, mm. 124-127

Example 32. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement I, mm. 265-275
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Movement II, the theme and variations, is completely set around The Morning
Trumpet, which is finally presented at the beginning of the movement. Being that the
hymn tune moves primarily in stepwise motion – also serving as the basis for Movement
I – much of the trumpet line moves similarly through the variations.
The final movement, which is the final variation, has some of the most difficult
melodic passages of the entire work. The tune is passed between the piano and trumpet
and the arpeggiated accompaniment is also passed between the performers.

Example 33. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement III, mm. 9-17

Example 34. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement III, mm. 42-49
As stated before, Movement III is also where the opening statement of the Sonata
comes back as part of the variation. At rehearsal D, the trumpet has a melodic version of
the opening figure, primarily utilizing the same four-note theme as throughout the
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Sonata. The hymn tune at this point is in the left hand of the piano while a variant of the
arpeggiation is in the right hand.

Example 35. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement III, mm. 96-102
With all of the motives and variations of the Sonata all stemming from The
Morning Trumpet, the performers need to know always where the tune is and how all of
the countermelodies relate to it.
Mutes, Tempi, and Dynamics
In Movement I, no mutes are used. The tempo also remains constant at quarternote equals 132 beats per minute until the cadenza at rehearsal L. The cadenza
accelerates through to rehearsal M and then the piece returns to the original tempo to the
end.
The first movement, while void of the muting and tempo changes of the
subsequent movements, does have several extreme dynamic shifts. These, the performer
should pay very close attention to, as Dr. Friedman is very specific about dynamics. The
performer should be aware of the abbreviation p.a.p. cresc. Rather than being a new type
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of crescendo, it is simply indicating poco a poco. There is a mix of long crescendos as
evidenced from measure 34-39, gradually increasing from p to f. This is immediately
followed, however, by the downbeat of measure 40 being once again immediately piano.
More instances of these sudden dynamic shifts are measure 51 (mp) to measure 53
(ff), measures 87-89 shows a crescendo to f, subito mf, crescendo to f, subito p, and
immediate crescendo.
All of these dynamic shifts can pose potential pitfalls for the performer.
However, if attention is paid, they also create great excitement in the work without the
need for extended techniques or excessive muting. The performer is, in essence, muting
without mutes.
Movement II opens in either straight mute, or solotone mute. The
recommendation of the premiering soloist, David Spencer, through his initial work with
Dr. Friedman is to use a soft straight mute with a foam ring over it to help slightly
dampen the sound. At the premiere, this was done with a lyric mute and foam ring sold
by Tromba.7 The author of this study uses a TrumCor Lyric Straight mute and the
thinner of the two rings sold by Tromba. Others will surely use mutes of their own
choosing. The effect is for the opening to have a, in the composer’s words, “antique
quality.”8 It is the first clear presentation of The Morning Trumpet and there are five
variations and 17 minutes to go, so the performer should be conscious to not climax too
early in the piece. The original manuscript shows the trumpeter removing the mute
before rehearsal B, the first variation. Through their collaboration, Spencer and Friedman
decided to change this and leave the mute in until rehearsal D, the second variation.
7

Interview with David Spencer, August 24, 2010.

8

Stanley Friedman, interviewed by author, Memphis, TN, August 24, 2010.
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Example 36. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano (manuscript), Movement II, mm. 31-32

Example 37. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement II, mm. 31-32
After the initial use of straight mute with the foam ring at the beginning of
Movement II, it would be more musically appropriate to remove the foam and return the
mute to its full vibrancy. The piano part is subsequently heavier requiring the trumpeter
to be able to project the sound more and the reflective, distant mood of the opening is no
longer present.
There are a myriad of tempi in the second movement, all of which are indicated
with the eighth note being the basis for the beat. The beginning tempo of 92 is truly not
achieved until rehearsal A when the piano takes the melody in an unaltered stated. The
previous 12 measures are the trumpet playing the tune, but with interruptions from the
piano. The tempo and style markings at the opening are “Slowly, mournfully” and the
interplay of the trumpet and piano is representative of this. The trumpeter need not rush
through any of the tune statements and should give the pianist time to fill the rests.
The first tempo change comes at rehearsal E. In the original manuscript the
tempo is not formalized, but in the current edition, it is marked Piú Mosso with the eighth
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note now being at 120. In both the original and printed copy, there is an accelerando
leading into the change.

Example 38. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano (manuscript), Movement II, mm. 73-75

Example 39. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement II, mm. 73-74
Throughout the rest of the second movement, the tempo shifts between 92 and
120. Unlike the subito dynamics, the tempo changes are prepared by indications to
rallentando, ritard, or accelerando.
The dynamics of Movement II are similar to Movement I with both movements
having abruptly changing dynamics. On several occasions, the trumpeter is required to
jump two or three levels in volume, mf to ff or mp to ff, in two to four measures, only to
return to the softer dynamic on the next entrance. The performer should work to make
these dynamic shifts as seamless as possible as it can be seen in the example that they are
designed to enhance the variation of the hymn tune, in this case present in the piano.
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Example 40. Sonata for Trumpet and Piano, Movement II, mm. 73-86

There were several other muting additions to the second and third movements
during the composition process. Notably, these were the addition of cup mute between
rehearsal F and G in the third variation and again at rehearsal H at the start of the fourth
variation.
The cup mute needs to be an adjustable cup mute, like a Denis Wick. This is
because the final two notes of the Sonata for the trumpeter are indicated to be played in a
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“tight cup,” meaning to slide the cup part of the mute as close to the bell as possible
while still not touching. This effect cannot be achieved on fixed cup mutes like the
Humes and Berg cup mute. It also allows the trumpeter more control over the shading.
For example, the author of this study chose to use a slightly tighter cup for the seven
measure muted passage between rehearsal D and E to get both a softer sound and to help
even out the projection of the notes due to that passage covering a range between d’ and
b-flat’’, nearly two octaves.
At rehearsal A of Movement III the trumpet was originally left unmuted,
however, before the premiere it was decided to give the trumpet a straight mute. Straight
mute was added also at rehearsal G of the final movement.
Like Movement I, the tempo of Movement III remains constant until the end.
Both performers, trumpeter and pianist, will need to take care not to rush the running
sixteenth note figures that are traded between the two instruments as they are
arpeggiations of the chordal accompaniment and need to compliment, rather than fight
the melody. At rehearsal L, there is a big finale moment with the marking “Maestosomeno mosso.” From this point on, the tempo and general mood of the piece relax to the
ending with tempo changes at rehearsal M and N.
The dynamic shifts are noticeably less abrupt in the third movement. They are
also more tiered, remaining at one dynamic level through an entire section, than in the
previous movements. The performer should take care at the end to not play too soft and
preventing the mute from sounding.
In my interview with Dr. Friedman, he stressed, in regards to muting, “some stuff
I added mute to because I felt after playing through it myself…that some parts just
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needed a little more resistance. Also, dampening the sound in some areas so the piano
could come through.”9 Friedman went on to emphasize the importance of ensemble
balance between the two performers and how the mute changes helped capture his vision
of the sound of the Sonata.
One of the big issues about this piece, which I still haven’t heard it in the
air the way I have always heard it in my head, is the trumpet and piano
being very much equal partners. There are chords, clusters of sound,
where the trumpet is merely one note within the piano chord and it should
be very evenly balanced…I really wanted to hear an interweaving of the
trumpet and both hands of the piano and sometimes the muting seemed to
help that a little bit.10

9

Stanley Friedman, interviewed by author, Memphis, TN, August 24, 2010.

10

Ibid.
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CHAPTER VII
Conclusion
Dr. Friedman’s Sonata ranks as one of the most substantive solo works for
trumpet. As discussed earlier in this study, the length of the Sonata eclipses most other
solo works for trumpet and is, on average, at least six minutes longer than what are
generally considered to be the three most performed twentieth-century trumpet sonatas,
those by Paul Hindemith, Kent Kennan, and Halsey Stevens.1 According to the ITG
Trumpet and Brass Programs Catalog, based on frequency of performance, the Friedman
Sonata has quickly moved into the top five of twentieth-century trumpet sonatas
performed, right behind these three standards. One of the main factors that inhibits more
recital performances of the Friedman Sonata is its length. The publisher prints on the
score a performance time of 22 minutes. When I have performed the Sonata, the
performance was approximately 25 minutes. That is over half of a student recital, which
typically has requirements of 40-50 minutes of music, depending on each school’s
program.
There are enough rests in the piece that a rested trumpeter can perform the Sonata
without fatigue, but in the context of a recital and likely not beginning with Friedman’s
work, physical endurance is a concern. More than physical endurance, though, mental
endurance is the top challenge for performers, both for the trumpeter and pianist.
Without a break between the second and third movements, three-quarters of the length of
the piece does not allow for an emotional rest. For listeners, this draws them into the

1

Kevin Eisensmith, Trumpet and Brass Programs (Manhattan, KS: International Trumpet Guild,
1994-2005).
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emotion and power written into the piece. For performers, however, they must exhibit
extreme discipline and concentration.
With these considerations in mind, it is my opinion that the Friedman Sonata
should be reserved for advanced performers, either in graduate school, or professionals.
From my experience teaching at the collegiate level, most undergraduate students are not
mature enough as performers to keep up the intensity of the piece throughout.
Another concern related to the length of the Sonata is how to effectively prepare it
for a collegiate recital. In a 60-minute weekly applied lesson, most of the preparation
time will have to be spent on it. The rest of the works on the recital will need to be
chosen in regards to the main piece being the Sonata. Students performing it will also
need to be extra diligent with their personal practice and preparation so that the limited
lesson time can be used efficiently. The experience gained from performing the Sonata is
worth the extra time it will take to prepare and achieve a high quality performance.
There are no extraordinarily difficult passages from a technique standpoint. The growth
required as a musician is what students will gain most from the Sonata.
Beyond the concerns of length and endurance, there is a pedagogical concept in
the United States to focus on learning the works of American composers, particularly
contemporary ones. Friedman’s Sonata is not only a contemporary sonata, having been
written in 1995, about 40 years after the Kennan and Stevens sonatas and 55 years after
the Hindemith, but also uses as its basis an American folk hymn. Shape-note singing has
its roots in Colonial America and The Morning Trumpet originates from the pre–Civil
War South. In Benton, Kentucky an event known as the “Big Singing” occurs every year
where people gather with their copies of Southern Harmony to sing the hymns it contains.
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“The Big Singing, now held on the fourth Sunday in May, has been an annual event since
1884. Before World War II it is said that many thousands attended…The number of
singers has not exceeded about a hundred in recent times.”2 This event has gained
national significance and,
In 1973, when Kentucky was the focus of the Smithsonian Institution’s
summer American Folklife Festival, the Southern Harmony singers of
Benton were selected to give daily performances on the [National]
Mall…During the [United States] Bicentennial celebration of 1976, the
Big Singing was cited as one of fewer than a hundred “Landmarks of
American Music,” selected by the National Music Council.3
With this American musical heritage as the roots of Dr. Friedman’s Sonata, it can
be considered among very few major trumpet solos that promotes the pedagogical push to
advance American music. My personal interest in American history has definitely
increased my interest in the work and can spur on in any performer a deeper appreciation
for American music.
One of the more difficult elements in the Sonata is to not let the technical
elements overwhelm the musical ideas. In working on the Sonata I have found that by
keeping the mind’s ear focused on the Morning Trumpet melody throughout the second
and third movements, I was able to achieve greater success in a shorter period of time.
This will be easier to do in Movements II and III; however, one may find it challenging to
relate Movement I to the melody musically. Since the movement is built on 7ths, both
major and minor, which are inversions of the stepwise motion in 2nds of the original
tune, the exercises given in Chapter VI to work on the first trumpet entrance are vital.
Remember the composer intends for the melodic content to be cantabile, so a good
2

William Walker, Southern Harmony, ed. Glenn C. Wilcox (Lexington, KY: The University Press
of Kentuky, 1987), viii.
3

Ibid, xi.
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amount of time should be spent working to smooth out the intervals, especially
throughout the rest of the movement where the technique of octave displacement is what
makes the piece difficult.
From a technical standpoint, the Sonata provides an excellent vehicle and
challenge for advanced players to further refine their skills. From a musical standpoint,
this is one of the most difficult pieces in our repertoire, however, once mastered, both
performer and audience will find it most memorable. I have found this to be true in my
own experience.
Final Remarks
There’s no lick in the (Sonata) that’s that difficult to play. Every trumpet
player has stacks of pieces that have more difficult licks, but this
piece…demands an intensity and an understanding of the structure of the
piece and how to pace it, so it has a lot of challenges.4
Dr. Friedman’s music can look intimidating at first. His early pieces used a
“homemade” notation system for measuring note length that would look foreign to most
performers. His use of extended techniques, such as slide glissandi and removing the
second valve slide as in Solus, as well as the extreme range he typically writes for, the
earlier mentioned Laude being a prime example. The trumpeter must be familiar with the
full range of mutes and all the techniques needed. In Solus and his work for wind
ensemble, A Twist in the Wind, wah-wah mute is used with the stem in and the performer
must put their hand over the stem and quickly remove it to create a “wah” effect. I asked
Dr. Friedman what advice he had to those who perform his works.
What I often say to people that are performing my solo pieces…is, “Don’t
treat this like contemporary music. Pretend it’s Beethoven and take what
you get.” When people, especially if they see something that’s visually
4

Stanley Friedman, interviewed by author, Memphis, TN, August 24, 2010.
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what Tom Stevens calls Augenmusik, music for the eye, not for the ear, if
they see something that visually on the page looks like it’s very wild, or
something different, they’ll tend to emphasize the harshness of it and get
very fierce about the way they play things and I usually tell people, “Don’t
do that. Try to find the lyricism in it and try to find the traditional
elements and work from that point of view, from that perspective.”5
The Sonata is one of his more traditional looking and sounding pieces. He states
that, “In a way this is trumpet music that in some ways resembles clarinet music, or violin
music and it, of course, has its origins in vocal as a choir piece. It’s idiomatic trumpet
writing, but with a cruel twist here and there.”6
When asked about what he wanted performers to keep in mind during preparation
and performance of the Sonata, Dr. Friedman gave this author one line: the extra-musical
elements.
One thing is the extra-musical elements. The use of that particular tune
and the ways I’ve used it, and the fact that when I was writing it…Fuzzy’s
[Albert MacKinnon] death was very much on my mind. He died young,
very unexpectedly…So, there’s some extra-musical stuff there…I had
some things in my mind.7
Friedman and MacKinnon had served as principal and associate principal
trumpets, respectively, in the New Zealand Philharmonic and became close friends
during Friedman’s time in the orchestra. The passing of his dear friend, along with the
commissioning of a new work that became the Sonata, and the opportunity to utilize a
tune in The Morning Trumpet that he had wanted to use for years led Friedman to write
this deeply emotional piece. It is worth pointing out that when the title of the hymn is
spoken, the listener cannot distinguish whether it is “morning,” or “mourning.” In fact,

5

Stanley Friedman, interviewed by author, Memphis, TN, February 23, 2009.
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Stanley Friedman, interviewed by author, Memphis, TN, August 24, 2010.
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the tempo and stylistic marking at the opening of the second movement is “Slowly,
Mournfully.” Dr. Friedman did not want to elaborate on anything specific regarding
extra-musical elements, likely out of deference to future performers and not wanting to
turn the work into a eulogy for a dear friend. He did stress to look into the piece, beyond
the surface, and like so many of his less traditional, more contemporary works, find the
music and the lyricism.
In February of 2009, I interviewed Dr. Friedman and when we spoke about the
Sonata, he brought up that he had begun a process of “reimagining” the Sonata for
Trumpet and Piano into a concerto for solo trumpet and orchestra. Through interviewing
him, he said he wanted more impact out of the work as a whole. He stressed that this
concerto would not be an orchestration of the piano score, but rather a new piece with
only its roots in the Sonata.
That piece [the Sonata] has always bothered me…It doesn’t quite have the
impact that I’ve wanted it to have…I think part of the problem is my
problem with it, or the composition of the piece, is that the gestures, the
overall intent of the piece is too big for the medium of solo trumpet and
piano on a recital. It does work, but there’s more there, there’s something
that can be more…There were things that came to my mind that I had sort
of forgotten for a long time which was that when I was composing it, I
remember now that, “Gee, this would be nice on cello…Gee, I hear
clarinet playing this. This should be tympani.” I was hearing other things
in my head.8
At the time of the February 2009 interview, a partial orchestration of the first
movement had been completed. When asked again later in an August 2010 interview
about the concerto, the development of the work had stopped due to complications with
the publisher. The publisher wanted what Friedman was opposed to, an orchestration of
the piano score.
8

Stanley Friedman, interviewed by author, Memphis, TN, February 23, 2009.
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I made what I thought was a complete version for David [Spencer] a year
ago and when I’ve looked at it again…I’m really happy with some of the
things I’ve done with the last movement, particularly the ending of the
piece…I thought of this as a concerto based on the Sonata, not as an
orchestration of the Sonata. A sonata is chamber music for a more or less
intimate setting. A concerto is a big piece for a big space and allows for
more displays of virtuosity and also needs to allow for much more color
and pizzazz, or it’s simply wrong. To make a concerto version of a
sonata, you have to change the original piece, and my publisher doesn’t
buy that idea at all…As big as this piece is, the Sonata, the concerto based
on this piece has to be bigger still and has to make sense being bigger
still.9
Dr. Friedman continued with some of his other adaptations that he had made from
the original Sonata to this new concerto. By the end, however, he expressed his
frustration with the whole process and the impasse that had been reached between him
and his publisher, stating that, “It may never see the light of day.”10
I think there’s room for a lot of interpretation in this piece, which I like a
lot. I think this is a tune that will evolve over time…I hope that people
will play around with it, emphasize different things, play with tempos a
little bit, maybe turn it into something I didn’t quite imagine…11
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APPENDEX A
CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF WORKS
1975
Parodie I (Brass Quintet)
Solus (Solo Trumpet)
1976
Os (Bass Trombone)
1977
Sonatine (Trumpet and Harp)
1978
Antiphonia IV (Trumpet Sextet)
Ten Variations (Two Trumpets/Horns/Clarinets)
1979
Heart of Darkness (Wind Band and Percussion)
Parodie III (Solo Trumpet, Solo Tuba, Brass Quintet)
1980
Dona Nobis Pacem (Mezzo-Soprano, Trumpet, and Piano)
Laude (Solo Trumpet)
Ossia (Solo Tuba)
1981
Concerto Grosso (Orchestra)
1983
Fanfare 1983 (8 Brass)
Topanga Variations (Solo Horn)
1984
Concerto in C (Clarino Trumpet and Orchestra)
Fanfare 1984 (10 Brass)
Parodie V – China Variations (Brass Quintet)
Trio for Jimmie Stamp (Trumpet or Horn Trio)
1985
Fanfare 1985 (Horn, Trumpet)
Moravian Cantata (Soprano and 12 Brass)
Variations on the Rag (Brass Quintet)
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1986
Parodie VII (Solo Tuba, 6 Brass, 2 Percussion)
Wan-Chai Variations (Solo Viola)
1988
She Walks in Beauty (Trumpet, Soprano voice, Harp, Percussion, Violin, Cello)
1990
Hypatia Suite (Orchestra)
1991
Hypatia (Grand Opera)
1992
La Pittura – Parodie VIII (Solo Trumpet and Brass Quintet)
Symphony No. 1: A Divine Symmetry (Orchestra)
1995
Artemisia Sketches (Solo Clarinet)
Bremen Town Musicians (Woodwind Quintet and Narrator)
Sonata – Parodie IX (Trumpet and Piano)
1996
B’Shertah (Clarinet, Trumpet, and Piano)
Four Etudes (Trumpet, Clarinet, or Horn)
Jerusalem Fugue (Horn and Strings)
Thumbarena (E-flat Clarinet and Piano)
Trumpets of Solomon (2 Trumpets)
1997
Alpine Lakes (Horn Quartet)
Cantata No. 2: Then Spoke Solomon (Baritone voice, Chorus, and Orchestra)
Four Freilachs (Brass Quintet)
1998
Poem For a Fallen Hero (Solo Trumpet)
Regenesis (Orchestra)
1999
Freelance Dance (Flute and Harpsichord)
Sonata for Trombone and Piano (Trombone and Piano)
2001
Zephyr Dances (Brass Quintet)
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2002
Spanish Dances (Brass Quintet)
The Bitter and the Sweet (Clarinet, Trumpet, Piano, and Percussion)
The Bitter and the Sweet (Wind Orchestra)
2003
Paying the Piper (Piccolo Flute and Harpsichord)
2004
Sidewinder (Solo Trumpet)
Symmetrical Studies for Trumpet (Trumpet Method and Solo Trumpet solos)
Variations on a Limited Pitch Field (Solo Trumpet)
2006
Classical Concerto in C (Trumpet and Orchestra)
Classical Concerto in Bb (Trumpet and Band)
Classical Sonata in C or Bb (Trumpet and Piano)
Moravian Cantata (SATB choir, Brass Quintet, and Organ)
2007
Delosian Dreams (10 Brass and 2 Percussion)
Hineni (Clarinet, Trumpet, and Piano)
Parodie VI – revised (Solo Tuba, 6 brass, 2 Percussion)
2009
Nachtwandelaar (Trumpet & Bass)
Sonata for Clarinet and Piano (Clarinet and Piano)
Will Wonders Never Cease… (Brass Quintet)
2010
Come Keep Me Loney (Flute, Bass Clarinet, Piano, Percussion, Violin, Viola, and Cello)
Fame’s Penny Trumpet (Soprano, Trumpet, and Piano)
Odd Man Out (Brass Quintet)
The Parasaurolophus Waltz (Trombone Sextet)
Prelude, Funk, and Fugue (Bassoon, Harpsichord, and Strings)
Shalom, Salaam, Peace… (2 Trumpets and Organ)
In Progress
Pitter-Patter (And Other Charms) (Brass Quintet)
Romantic Concerto (Trumpet and Orchestra)
The Vigil of Lorenzo da Ponte (Opera)
Women-In-Brass Suite (Brass Sextet)
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APPENDEX B
DISCOGRAPHY OF COMPOSITIONS
Antiphonia IV
Dallas Symphony Trumpet Section
Dallas Trumpets
Crystal Records CD230, 2003
The Bitter and the Sweet
Pastiche
Collage
Centaur Records, Inc. CRC 2647, 2003
Laude
Richard Giangiulio
Fanfare 1985
Crystal Records S233, 1987
La Pittura
Luur Metalls
Spanish Brass
Cascavelle 3039
She Walks in Beauty
Solus
Stanley Friedman
The Lyric Trumpet
Ode Records 1327, 1989
Solus
Ole Edvard Antonsen
Ole Edvard Antonsen
Simax 1041, 1995
Sonata for Trombone and Piano
Andrew Malloy
Best of Friends
2005
Sonata for Trumpet and Piano
Michael Tunnell
The Morning Trumpet
Centaur Records, Inc. CRC 2793, 2006
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